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Winter break
packing tips can
lighten your load
this year,
28.

The Racers take on
Morehead State at
5:15p.m.
Saturday at the
128.
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to Waterfield Library
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Meredith Freeland

available to the University comStaff writer
munity is the mission of the
library, he said.
After 25 years in the Business
"This is very exciting," Murray
Building, Copy Express has a new
said, "Having a printing resource
home.
within the library is a natural fit
campus
for the University Libraries. It
Now, the lower level of Water1tield Library is dedicated to probenefits the library by benefitting
OPINION. 4A
viding all the copying and printing
the students."
Karon Johnson, manager of
services students need.
The decision to move Copy
Copy Express, said she expects
more traffic for Copy Express
Express to Waterfield Library was
because of the central, well-known
made to facilitate a smoother tran:
location of the library. Students
sition in the future. Dean of
, Libraries Adam Murray said.
will have easier access to all the
The library has around 3,500
services Copy Express offers, she
visitors everyday, so business will
said.
improve for Copy . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . "Student most
Express and the
frequently use the
Campus Voice library, he said.
copy machines and
''This will prothe binding serChristmas is not
vices, but (Copy
just about presents ' vide more foot
traffic that (Copy
• blUe 8XIm
Express)
also
this year
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may
• "-~"".. photos
offers many differhave not had,"
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ent weights of
Murray
said.
•
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paper,
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He said the
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colors of paper and
I library COUld ben•
e resume paper
We haVt! the Only
efit as well with
fax service availthe expansion.
• presentation and
able specifically for
"The
library
bindlrvt materials
students," Johnson
•..,
said.
has always strug·
gled with W:IYS to
• f8X stfVIct
"We are here to
expand printing
help the students
services.'' Murray
In any way we
said. "This will
lalarlllllaftcowlllyaf.._.lllllle can," she said.
give faculty, staff and students a
"This will be much easier for
.....Get to Know... greater range of services within an students." Allyson Putman, freshWomen's basketball ' area that is more accessible."
man from Clay, Ky.• said. "The
With the addjtion of Copy
library and Copy Express should
••
senror
Express, Murray said Waterfield
have always been together - it is
Mallory Luckett 1 and Copy Express wUI remain so much easierto get copies and
independent of each other to some
binders made bere than to do it on
FEA TU~ES. 11B · extent, but the library is not my own."
opposed to working with them.
Copy Express is now located in
In the future, the University
the lower level of Waterfield
Libraries Web site may offer a link
Library. .
to Copy Express, he said.
Contact Freeland at meredith.
Expanding the range pf services
frccland@murraystate.edu.
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Ketch Secor,,flddler. harmonica and banjo player and singer for Old Crow Medicine Show, performs Nov.
Z1 at Lovett Auditorium as a part of the Lovett live series. See 98.
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Staff writer
The recent downward spiral of the
economy will also affect the Murray State
budget for 2010 to ZOU fiscal years.
The amount of money Murray State
receives, called the base appropriation is
estimated for the next budget at approximately $51.9 million, Carl Prestfeldt,
director of fiscal planning and analysis,
said.
'
"This base appropriation's purpose is
to help support the University's basic
operations," Prestfeldt said.
This becomes one of two main sources
of income for the University for the two
year period, or biennium, Prestfeldt said,
the other is money raised by tuition.
The base appropriation represents
slightly less than half of Murray State's
total operating budget of $110.8 million,
Prestfeldt said.
The operating budget for base opera-

tions covers instruction, research, public
service. academic support, library, stu·
dent services, institutional tuition
waivers and scholarships and operations
and maintenance of facilities, Prestfeldt
said.
It also includes salaries and fringe benefits, operating expenses, equipment purchases and fixed . costs, utilities, health
insurance and technology enhancements,
he said.
Funding is also allocated for capital,
such as the new science complex, the new
University library and trust funds, Prestfeldt said.
Numerous factors determine the final
outcome of a base appropriation for the
University, Prestfeldt said.
In November of the year preceding the
biennium, the Council on Postsecopdary
Education, after a series of negotiations
with the public institutions as a group,
presents a. combined request for funding
from the state through a document called

the Biennial Budget Request, Prcstfeldt
said.
This request includes a recommendation for bow distributing the funding
among the universities once the overall
appropriation has been determined.
Other funds must be taken into
account, Thomas Denton. vice president
for finance and administrative services,
said. Funds, such as construction funds,
must go toward certain projects.
"People make assumptions that we arc
affording new buildings because of extra
funds, but really this is just a fund from
the state, which will be given to another
university if we do not utilize it," Denton
said.
From 2007 to 2008 the Univer~ity's
base appropriation was approximately
$56.1 million, which means the amount of
funding Murray State bas received from
the state has since decreased by about
$4.2 million or 7.5 percent, Prcstfeldt said.
"With the current state of the economy

2010-2012
the trend has been, and likely will continue to be, a decline absent of any new revenue sources," Prestfeldt said.
If state support continues to decline,
the University will be faced with" the
prospect of getting a larger portion of its
funding from tuition, he said.
The number of programs Murray State
can offer as well as the scale of its operations may also hove to he reduced, Prestfeldt said.
When discussing how the increase in
tuition rates exceeds the increase in inflation, people forget that approximately
half of the University's source of funding
has been undergoing major cuts, he said.
"With decreases in budgets we have to
reallocate funds as well as use the money
from rising tuition to make up for what is
lacking in the budget, but these ac;tions
arc necessary to qm the school," Denton
said.
Contact Thornton at cascy.thornton
@murraysratc.cdu.
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Dunn proposes faculty,
staff wage possibilities
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News Editor
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Although Murray State
tuition increased to help
cover University expenses this semester. faculty
and staff wages may not
reap the benefits of an
increase.
University President
Randy Dunn said the last
pay raise was a flat, onetime increase of $400 for
each employee leading
into the 2008 - 2009 academic year.
"This is during a period
where other ~ublic institutions in Kentucky have

been doing pay increases," Dunn said. "We
haven't. We do feel we are
behind and have a responsibility to take this to t~!e
Board for their consideration because we are lagging behind."
Dunn said he will present a variety of pay
increase options to the
Board of Regents today.
"We will lay out different options for them. from
a flat dollar amount, to a
percentage, to percentages with a (minimum
increase)," Dunn said.
He said he will present
six or seven different

options, but the board
raises, but
reported
could choose to not
enrollment numbers did
increase faculty and staff
not suffice.
wages, or they could
"When we saw enrollchoose another option.
ment would . only show
If the Board does vote
slight growth, we started
to allot a pay increase,
looking for other ways to
Dunn said
cover
the
it could be
cost of a
effective
raise," Dunn
"If we do a pay increase, said.
as early as
"Now
Jan. I, .it we're going to be scrap- we're doing
pretty
could be
ing the bottom of every :;orne
retroacintense work
tive and go b~rrel to pay for it."
to find funds
back
to
for a pay
-Randy Dunn
July 1, or
increase."
c 0 u l d
IndividUniversity President
begin later
ual departn e x t
ments
can
semester.
increase
The delay in a vote for a
employees' wages with
pay raise stems from
unused budget funds,
funding, Dunn said.
although they have not
The University was
done so in the past.• he
dependent upon a signifisaid.
cant increase in enroll"At some point we may
ment to help fund higher
have to look at those

carry-forward monies if
something doesn' t change
in our level of support,"
Dunn said. "If we do a pay
increase, we're going to be
scraping the bottom of
every barrel to pay for it."
The move for a pay
increase comes at a problematic time with the new
legislative session starting
with the new year, he said.
"We may be sending
mixed signals by giving a
pay increase right before
we go to Frankfort (Kentucky) and ask for more
money," he said.
Thomas Denton, vice
president for finance and
administrative services,
said the University has
about
1,495
regular
employees, not including
student and temporary
employees.
He s;~id the $400 pay
increase for the 2008 -

2009 aca demic year cost
$552,000, including salary
and
accompanying
fringes.
If the board votes for a 1
percent increase, Denton
snid i.t would cost about
$700,000 in salaries and
nccompanying fringe benefits.
He also said state
appropriations for the
University total $51.9 million for the 20010 - 20U
fiscal year, and the actual
federal funds for 2008 2009 totuled $14.2 million.
"The :.~mount of revenue funding limits the
amount of funds available
for salary distribution. but
otherwise there is no
direct accounting correlation (between a pay raise
and fewer funds.)" Denton said.

Contact Cash at laura.
L'ash@murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

ll

Racer football:
Take two and
long overdue
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
Back in 2006, Murray State
thought its football program could
get no worse than Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio's bleak record.
Think again.
As his four seasons ended in a
crushing 13-49 loss to Southeast.
Missouri State Nov. 14, former
Head Coach Matt Griffin was
released from his contract a year
early. The air of promise he
brought from his time at the University of Tennessee at Martin
had clouded, and no amount of
"woulda, coulda, shoulda's" could · 1
salvage his Racer legacy.
Pannunzio had a fairly bad
record at Murray State; his 2-9
2005 record is what got him
canned. Griffin, however, has
managed to eclipse it with"a bitter
four-season 11-33 disaster. That's
not something to put on a resume.
Some people were expecting
this year to be 'the year for Racer
football. Finally, Griffin's initial
picks were seniors who had been
under his wing for three long sea-sons. Surely this year the puzzle
pieces would fit together and
Sometime after the shimmer of
Murray State's exciting home
opener wore off, however, the
same old negativity started up, but
instead of beating the program to
death, we should be injecting it
with new life - which is what the
athletic department has to do
now.
Should we be surprised? Griffin
was hired merely one month after
Pannunzio was fired, plucked
from UT-Martin and deemed a hot
ticket becau~e of the way he had
turned its football program
around in his three years there.
Although UT-Martin led the
OVC in total defense and was second in scoring offense and rushing offense, the best record the
team had with Griffin was 6-5 in
2005 and six wins against OVC
foes in those three seasons.
Just six OVC wins in three
y~ars? For a school with a smaller
football program like UT-Martin,
those statistics may be a dramatic
increase and a profound change,
but for Murray State, we expected
better, and we didn't get it.
Murray State has a second
chance now. The purpose of keeping team stats is to learn from history, right? ·while it can be
assumed Griffin was one of several candidates analyzed for the job
in 2005, let's not repeat history
and jump at the first hot shot who
posted a season just decently better than his predecessor.
(By the way, UT-Martin posted a
5-6 record this year without Griffin. Murray State's 2009 record
with Griffin? 3-7.)
The News also encourages fans
to not get carried away. After Pannunzio, Murray State's football
program had to rebuild itself
under Griffin. The same must be
done in the next season or maybe
even two, so don't expect wins to
just come streaking in. We don't
even have a permanent replacement for Griffin yet.
All we can run with right now is
the fact that the cloud of negativity hanging o~er Griffin is making . I
its way out of Murray. Hopefully
the athletic department will
glimpse the sun and decide to stay
out of the rain this time.

Just one more lay, Mom
Following t he ideas
suggested, Tiny Timmy
and his video ,g ame
NFL 2010 take over t he
coaching spot for the
next season.

Coach! What play do we do next?

--

Campus voice

Families can teach true significance of holiday season
I t ' s
beginning
to look a
lot
like
Christmas,
everywhere I go.
I hear
Christmas
songs on
the radio. I
Adam
drive
by
Duckwyler families
Sophomore from
putting up
Paducah, Ky.
lights and
lawn reindeer. Children's eyes are aglow in
the stores as they try to remember everything they want from
Santa.
I have loved this time of year
since I was a child, and for most
of my life, every Christmas was
the' same. Family would drive in
from all across the country and
gather at my grandmother's house
for the holidays. Funny stories
were told about things that had
happened while we were not
together, as well as stories about
how life had been treating every·
one.
There was so much love and
kinship in the air, and I can still
remember the faces of family
members, their stories and even
the smell of my grandmother's

cookies, cakes and everything in
between.
For the past few years, howev·
er, ChriStmas, to me, has changed.
I saw a noticeable change in bow
the holiday played out for me and
my family.
As I thought back over my life
and how my family had once
eagerly participated in Christmas.
I felt as though I was being visit·
ed by the ghost of Christmas past.
As funny as it may sound, I
actually felt like I had gone back
in t ime, and I was standing in my
grandmother's house with all my
family.
This is when I realized how dif·
ferent Christmas is now com·
pared to then.
Recently, only a few family
members come to my grandmother's house for the holidays. The
stories arc no longer full of laughs
and good memories, and the pre·
sents I.Ulder the tree are now few
in number.
As a child, I thought of Christ·
mas as magical; now I am overcome with sadness because that
magic has somehow been lost.
Everyone loves getting gifts for
Christmas, and everyone loves
ripping off the gift wrap and
unveiling that new iPod touch or
laptop.
But if you take away the gifts,

the lights and the carols, what do
you have?
Some may say Christmas would
be ruined. On the contrary, you
have the greatest gift of all: your
family.
••
To me, Chnstmas is no longer
about the gifts or the food. It's
about me letting my relatives
know they arc the most important
thing to me.
Every year, I see and hear commercials talking about getting
that "perfect" gift.
Take my word for it, if you go
home to your family and tell them
you love them and how much
they mean to you, you will have
given them something more special than anything you. could buy
in a store.
This Christmas, I urge you to
try this. I am not saying to avoid
giving gifts or anything of that
nature.
I am not asking you to change
how you participate in the holiday, either.
I simply want to remind you of
what the season is truly about:
your family.
Family is a gift you cannot
replace and it cannot be given a
set value.
I hope everyone has a very
magical holiday and a happy new
year.

What do you think •••

"We were driving to my grandparents'
house and the glass on the car kept icing
over. My dad bought antifreeze and was
hanging out the window on the highway,
dousing the windshield with antifreeze!"
Sarah Bradshaw • Vienna, IU.
junior
"I really wanted this pair of Jordans for

Christmas. Christmas Eve. my mom let me
open one present early, so I picked the one
that looked like a shoebox: it was a hand·
knit scarf."

•Martin Luther Kino Jr. Day
of Service. Jan.18, throughout Murray

•faculty Senate meeting,
2:30 p.m., Jan. 19, Curris
Center Barkley Room
·Leadership Workshop
series. 5 p.tn., Jan. 19, Curris Center Ohio Room
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Write to us!
The News welcomes commfntanes and letters to the ed1tor.letters sllould ~ 300 words or less. Contnbulors ~hould mclude
phone numbers for \'erlficatlon. Please Include homttown. classification and title or relationship to the UmverSIIY Commen·

!aries should be hm1ted to 600 words. The News reserves the riqht to edit lor styte.lenqth and content. No anony!OOUS contri·
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from the front

Andrew Evitts • Melber, Ky.
senior
• Jordie Oelken!The News

Winslow Dining Hall
·NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt display. 10 a.m.9 p.m.. Wednesday, Curris
Center Ballroom
•Pet Therapy, noon,
Wednesday, Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge

The News Editorial Board

"(One year) 1was so excited for Christmas.
I fell down the steps and knocked out my
two front teeth. I had to spend Christmas in
the emergency room!"

sophomore

•Midnight Breakfast. 9:30

p.m. - midnight, Sunday,

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail. thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
thenews.oro

What is your craziest holidaymemory?

Latl OSborne • Mayfield, Ky.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
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Letters to Sa~ta: The college edition
Dear Santa,
All I want for
Christmas is to pass this
flnal.
It has been a while
since we last spoke. The
leaves fell, winter came
and you made your run.
Then
the
flowers
bloomed, the sun shone,
the leaves began to fall
Amanda
and winter set in, and
LaPradd
here I am again.
Sophomore from
The joy and warmth
Dawson Springs, Ky. of the Christmas season
have been overrun by
an awful sensation of dread and frustration.
My assignments are piling up while my
grades are plummeting. The study hours are
getting longer while the days only seem to
get shorter.
It will take a Christmas miracle to get me
out of this one.
I do not know if you had a thing such as
this in your lifetime, but I can only compare
it to the week before Christmas, when you
must check your list twice and prepare the
sleigh for Christmas Eve. With the pressure
on, it is hectic and stressful.
Every present must go out by the end of
the week, just as all my homework must be
finished as soon as possible, and my tests
must be struggled through while just hoping
for a C.
I know you can sec me and you know I
don't sleep, so please help me this December.
Something could happen, but you must make

it fast; otherwise, I don't think I can pass my
classes. I have done my best all semester just
to have it taken away in this one week.
Like children depend on you for that one
special gift, my mother depends on me to be
a success. I believed in you as a kid to make
the season magical, and now I fmd myself
coming to you in a time of need, to make this
semester end on a happy note.
I am sure you know this is a crazy request,
but Santa, this is my only Christmas wish.
· (Well, if you are feeling generous, you
could throw in some snow, but I do not want
to sound demanding.)
Do you think you could spare one of your
elves to help me fmish these final projects? I
am desperate, you see. Finals are drawing
nearer by the day, so I need my present a little early this year.
Santa, how do you cope with the pressure
in your line of work? Do you rely on hot
cocoa like I do coffee? It would be nice to
know how someone else deals with stress:
that way, I'll know I am not the only one who
is a mess.
Maybe I should breathe and try to have
confidence. Do you think that could work? I
know my course material, but is that enough?
r.did the work and am well prepared. Maybe
this week will not be something dreadful
after all
I knew writing to you would make me feel
better. Thanks for everything, Santa. Give
Mrs. Claus my love. and J hope to see you
soon.
Sincerely,
Stressed Mess

By the numbers
While Racer sports switch from fall to

winter seasons, Murray State's intramural sports program is heating up.
Offering fun and exercise for students
of varying skil.l levels, intramurals are a
source of competition between ca~pus
student organizations and residential
colleges.
But when bad weather delays games to
the point where fmals tournaments are
canceled, where is the fun in that?
So The News asked, does Murray State
have an organizecL efficient intramural
program?
Voters were pretty split on the issue:
Yes
(55%)*

No
(45<Yo)+

.

'"~11 ft'~<UIU as of nvon

ThursJ<*Y:
from thcn.·w.qug.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Unnotified
instructor
absences disrespectful
I'm one of many students who commute to Murray State on a daily basis.
I have grown increasingly concerned
over the Wltimely and often non-existent notice profe~sors give their students when a class is canceled.
While most University instructors
expect students to notify them in the
event of their absence, many professors do not show their students the
same professional courtesy. With
today's technology. it is inexcusable
for teachers to simply" post a note on
the classroom door or leave their students waiting for them when they are
absent.
This wastes students' time, as well
as the fuel it takes to drive to campus.
At times, it is even detrimental to their
well-being. Prior to the campuswide
cancellation of'classes during the January ice storm, several of my classmates and I braved the i.n clement
weather to attend a class we felt was
too important to miss.
Unfortunately, we were left waiting
for an instructor who never showed
up. While we made the effort to attend
this class, our professor did not even
notify us or the department.
A simple e-mail. phone call or text
message could have prevented this situation. Instructors should collect student contact information on the first
day of class so they can easily access it
to notify students a class has to be canceled.
Falling to notify a student of an
instructor's absence is not only disrespectful, it is also unprofessionaL 1

urge all faculty to lead by example and
demonstrate the same level of professionalism expected of Murray State
graduates. Giving students advanced
notice of class cancellations can save
students time and money and, at times.
even get them out of harm's way.

Many of those opposed to abortion,
however, also promote abstinenceon!}' sex education, which government studies have shown to be ultimately counterproductive Cor reducing the abortion rate.
Beyond contraception, understanding our evolutionary biology may help
us understand. change and overcome
our natural patterns of sexual behavior. How many teimage girls, for
instance, know they are more likely to
engage in casual sex when they are fertile? (See Gangestad et aL, 2005. for a
review.)
Even in school districts where evolution is taught appropriately, human
evolution is still taboo. Those who try
to shield students from a scientifically
enlightening view of themselves do
more harm than good-particularly
those whose aim is to reduce teen
· pregnancies and the abortion rate.
In my thinking. we won't end abortion with religious and ideological zeal
in this country. Freedom of religion
(really. freedom {rom the establishment of reUgiously motivated pollcies
by government) is perhaps our
nation's most liberating democratic
ideaL
If we could agree reducing the rate
of abortion is a worthy cause. in part
by reducing unwanted pregnancies in
the first place. those who are pro-life
and pro-choice could work side by
side. To do so, we will have to appeal
to reason instead of religion or ideology and focus on the things uniting us
rather than those dividing us.

Megan A. Futrell.

Murray

Abortion debate needs
work from both sides
(In respo.nse to tbe Nov. 20 )etter

"Health care bill passes. gives hope t.O
pro-lifers~)

Like many readers. I suspect r was
struck by the contrast between the
condoms cover story and the pro-life
piece in the editorial section. It
seemed to Wlderscore our age of radi·
cally opposing viewpoints, an age
when discredited pundits get equal air
time to experts on prime lime news
shows. In this age, there seems to be
one voice missing from many of our
debates: the voice of reason.
In the case of abortion, it"s time we
move beyond the issues of whether a
fetus is a human life and whether abortion is tight or wrong. These are questions that will not be answered by
either science or policy. The fact is.
most people who arc pro-choice agree
abortion is tragic for the fetus and
sometimes even. the mother. Can those
who are pro-life and pro-choice not
work together toward the common
goal of reducing the incidence{){ abortion?
A good place to start would be a
contraceptives-based sex education
grounded in evolutionary biology.

Ian Norris,
assistanr professor ofpsychology

Jeers to ... the USPS
for no longer sending
Santa letters to North
Pole, Ala. Tough
economy or not.
don't be a Scrooge!

jeers to ... Congress ~
for delaying bill
Maybe
debates.

they're too busy
writing all those
letters to Santa.

•

cheers~
~~~:
f.
AIDS
g

<ltJ:ilt .for
b r mgmg
to our doorstep
awareness of this
continually devastating disease.

Jeers
•

Jeers to ,... a study ~
finding 1,610 calo~
ries and 60 grams of
fat in a popcornsoda theater combo.

Cheers to ... College
Hurnor for resolving
ambigUous endings.
Wonder about "The
Sopranos" no morel

Cheers to ... Slate for ~
providing Sarah Pal·
in's "Going Rogu. e"
with the hilarious
·
index it sadly omitted.

Runa mukby Tre~in Holder
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Check ill The News online·opinion selection:

•
• Thenews.orQ: Browse around and take the online poll. Don't forget to leave your name so your comments can end up in the print edition!

• Web exclusives! The guys are on break from the Press Box, so take advant~ of Winter Break and ~ch up on their previous sports talks.

• The News Facebook opinion forum: The holidays are here! Share your favorite traditions, memories and plans with other forum members,

Heartwarming traditions
need not apply
Oh, Christmas, a
time of love and generosity.
Not in my family.
We cut in line to
get the best turkey
and play games
called "Rob Your
Neighbor."
The crown jewel
Jodi Keen of our Christmas traOpinion Editor ditions, though. has
become "the poem."
Started nearly a decade ago from a
series of running gags, it evolved into its
current form when my relatives committed so many graceless faux pas in one
year that my uncle decided to commemorate our inelegancies through lyrics.
Over time, the poem has morphed into an
entity all its own, trophy and all.
The poem has turned our family into a
Midwestern version of "Survivor."
Alliances are formed, but should not be
trusted. Silence comes at a high price and
is never guaranteed. Age doesn't matter;
even the dogs aren't safe.
Getting into the poem isn't hard to do.
You can be typical and lock yourself out
of your car or house. Have an extra-extra
set of keys in your car (you know, for
those times wht!n you • lock both your
keys and the extra set of keys in there hey, it can happen). Have a 1970s sandwich maker fall on your head or· a hawk
drop a snake onto your windshield while
you're driving. Get stood up for your high
school homecoming dance (two years
running!) or get hit on by seemingly
every gay man in the tri-state area (my
uncle has all the luck). Blow up a foilw rapped package of butter in the
microwave. Attempt a disastrous spreadeagle landing while skiing. [f it involves
pain or embarrassment, you're in.
Other relatives really take the cake- er,
trophy- in spectacular fashion. Take the
advice of rny teenage cousin. Want to
enjoy the slip 'n slide at tailgating. but
forgot your swim trunks? Never mind
you're in public and your parents are a
stone's throw away; just strip down to
your boxers and go for it!
Or my sister: Always check the age of
your suitor and the whereabouts of your
date. When she was 20 years old, she discovered she was courting a barely legal
boy whose idea of a fun date was having
her accompany him to his high school's
FFA banquet. There was my sister, dresses to the nines in ~ sea of purple corduroy, with all the girls sneering, "Who is
that ..." and every boy drooling, "Who is
tbat?l"
Even I have not escaped the poem's
wrath. I won in 2004 for several unfortunate mishaps that normally wouldn't sink
me, but because they all happened in the
same year. my name was "Titanic." I forgot my boyfriend was colorblind and
raved on and on about a beautiful sunset.
I had a run-in with an electric fence. I
confused Crown Victorias with Crown
RoyaL (To be fair, too much Crown
Royal will get you in the back of a Crown
Vic. Like I said, a bad' year.> I also passed
out at a blood drive with Little finesse, but
the fmal nail in the coffin was when I
mistook a cocklebur for a porcupine egg.
(Yes, I know, porcupines DO NOT lay
eggs. I told you, it was a really bad year.)
My mom has fallen off a scaffold and
broken her back. My aunt ate a box of
raisins infested with maggots. My uncle
backed into the babysitter's car. My sister
argued with an old man about his medicine over the phone, and then be sat
down, had a heart attack and died. (We're
not so sure his ¥rife didn't help that one
along.) Each mishap occurred differently,
but all ended with the same closed eyes,
clenched fists and panicked thought:
"I've made that damn poem."
This year, however - color me disappointed - nothing happened to really
steal the prize, other than that "slip 'n
slide with your boxers" incident. Either
my relatives are steppiog up their
alliances, keeping, their mouths shut or dare I say - learning to move more gracefully in this world. <That wo~ld also
mean hell has frozen over, though.)
So while you enjoy your peaceful
Christmas dinner with your loving family, I hope my family repeats 2008 and the
competition is blown open by a lastminute upset. We tove one another, but
we love having a good laugh at each other
even more. May God have mercy on our
souls. Merry Christmas.
Quote of the week: "Wh:1t do you call
people who are afraid of Santa Claus?
Claustrophobic."
-Anonymous

Song of the wee.lc "Last Christmas"
-Wham!

Contact
Keen
murraystate.odu.

at

jodi.keen@
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Volunteers help set up the AIDS Memorial Quilt on display In the Currls Center large Ballroom Dec. 1• 3. The Ouilt Is a worldwide memorial to honor loved ones lost to AIDS.

Quilt memorial brings awareness.to community
Crystal Akers
As~istant

News Editor

Coinciding with World AIDS Uay, the AIDS Memorial Quilt
display this wt!ck provided a sobering reminder oi the disease's
widespread impact.
As volunteers read off names of the 641 people represented,
sections of the Quilt were released and laid on the floor. Other
blocks lined the walls of the Curris Center Large Ballroom.
. "It was overwhelming," Meagan Pember, junior from Murray
and volunteer at the event. said. "To hear about it (AIDS) is one
thing. To actually see this is unbelievable."
Most blocks of the Quilt consist of eight panels each memori·
alizing :1 life lost to AIDS. Several of the panels on display represented people from western Kentucky. Murray State also had
its own panel on display in honor of all those affected.
Jody Cofer, University LGBT liaison, said many times the conversations about HIVI AIDS involve its impact in other coun·
tries, but the Quilt dcmonstmtes the disease's local impact as
well.
"We need this reminder because it's too often forgotten,"
Cofer said. "The Quilt is a memorial to those who fought AIDS
and have ultimately gone on. It also serves as a remi.nder that we
have an obligation to do something about it. It's here in Murray."
Cofer said the Quilt display beginning on World AIDS Day
reinforced the importance of the issue.
According-to the U.S. Dt:;t:r.~rtment of Health and Htnnan Services Web sit~!, World AIDS Day was created in 1988 by the
- WQrld Health Organization (WHO) in order to "raise awareness
and focus attention on the global AIDS epidemic."

The Murray State Alliance hosted an AIDS walk Wednesday. '
DesP.itc the rain, about 30 people walked in honor and memory '
of anyone affected by HIVI AIDS.
'·
Shari Wilkins, assistant director of scheduling and marketing,
was Grand Marshall of the walk. which began at the Old Clark '
~ College area and ended at Lovett Auditorium. Mark Whitt, Bap- '
tlst Campus Minister; Ann Beck, associate professor of govern- '
ment, law and international affairs and Anthony jones Murray •
State Alliance president, spoke -at the end of the walk.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, '
l.l million persons in the United States were estimated to be liv- '
ing with diagnosed or undiagnosed HIV/AIDS at the end of ·
2006. The CDC stresses the importance of prevention methods
and regular testing.
Cofer said as an LGBT leader, he has seen people's struggles
with AIDS more than he would prefer because of the painful '
reality of witnessing it firsthand.
This year's them~.· was "human rights and universal access."
He emphasized the importance of viewing the Quilt to '
Evt:'nts were held all over the world with the purpose of raising
incrc;~sc awareness of the disease's prevalence and hopefully •
•
awareness nnd advocating the removal of laws which discrimicncour:1gc testing.
·natc against people living with HIV, as well as urging better pre"When you sec this Quilt, when they read the names, you just "'
vention, treatment, care and support.
met 641 people," Cofer said. "I just met 641 peoplt~ I would have ,
In addition to the Quilt's display, the Office of Regional Stewrather n~Jt met (under the circumstances)."
'
ardship and Outreach sponsored "All the Way Through Evening:
Cofer said everyone should be aware of this epidemic in order •
An Ecumenical Liturgy for World AIDS Day" at the First Presto solve the problem.
byterian Church on Tuesday.
Illustrating Gofers point. one panel states, "To ignore the
PaJric}t Evans. associate prokssorin the Practice of Sacred
'"\\itispCTS of today is to listen to the screams of tomorrow."
,
Music at Yale's Institute of Sacred Music, and pianist Diordje
For more information on the AIDS Memorial Qllilt visit aid- •
Nesic performed. The candlelight service provided a time of
squilt.org. For more informatio~ on HIV/AIDS, visit cdc.gov.
remembrance for those affected by HIVI AIDS.
Contact Akers at cryst3l.akers@murraystate.edu.
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The Racers take on the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky University In Thursday's games at the RSEC. The men walked away with aclose 62·60 win capped by an t8·foot game winner by junior guard B.J. Jenkins (left) at the
buzzer. The women, led by senior guard Mallory Luckett, were not as fortunate, falling 58-54 to drop their third straight game, breaking the 21·game home winning streak.

Racers split. OVC·opener against Colonels
Elizabeth Johnson

Jeffrey Frye

Sports Editor

Staff writer

Five seconds left, score tied at 60 and the
ball is in the hands of junior guard B.J. Jenkins.
The shot's in the air, Racer fans are on their
feet and everyone's wondering if Jenkins',
who is 2-for-8 on the night can do it. He did.
"As a plaY.er you're going to have off
nights," Jenkins said. "And I wanted to have
the ball I felt like I owed that to my team
because I'd been playing so horrible. As a
player you dream for that shot. That's basketball.
Some nights you're not going to be able to
throw the ball in the ocean and other nights
you're going to hit everything. So as a player
you've just got to keep playing, and the next
play you go in, you've got to believe every
shot's going to go in."
In a nationally televised defensive war, the
men's basketball team opened OVC action in
what could be the most intense game of the
season as the Racers edged past the Colonels
in a 62-60 victory Thursday at the RSEC.
"You got to gut wins like this out if you're
going to have a really good season," Head
Coach Billy Kennedy said. "This is going to be
a special season. It's a long way to go. but
you've got to get wins. You got to get a break
here and there and you've got to make a shot.
Everybody did what they were supposed to do
and we made the shot."
The game started out slow with the Racers
controlling the ball and leading EKU for the
first 12 minutes of play before the Colonels
started firing cannons from behind the arc,
pushing them ahead for a lead lasting the
remainder of the first half.
EKU's seven three-pointers and 54.2 field
goal percentage proved too much for the ,Racers who trailed 33•30 at halftime.
Senior center Tony Easley led the team
with eight points and six rebounds, while
junior guard Isacc Miles also tallied eight
points.
The second half was one of much enthusiasm with seven lead changes, many fouls and
fast responses on the scoreboard.
With EKU leading by as much as nine
points with six minutes left in the game, the
Racers had to step it up to regain momentum
and the lead.
Murray State took a 58-51 lead with one
minute remaining on the clock before EKU's
Spencer Perrin bucketed a shot with 27 seconds to go.
A layup by junior forward Jeffery McClain
put the Racers ahead by one with 11 seconds
left, but a foul called on freshman guard Isaiah
Canaan sent the Colonel's Joshua Jones to the
charity stripe.
Jones bucketed the first one, but missed the
second, giving the Racers possession with
seven seconds to go.
"I was just prepared," McClain said of his
12-point performance. "I was like 'put the shot
up, I'm going to get the board and put it back
in,' whatever it takes. I knew we had to have
that to win. In the conference you have to win
those games early. Coach has been stressing
all week we have to do good early on."

The women's basketball team experienced a
tough 58-54 loss to a team from the other side of
the state, when they hosted OVC foe Eastern Kentucky Thursday at the RSEC.
Murray State began the game looking like a team
not ready to play. EKU blew past the Racers in the
early minutes of the game to earn a 10-0 lead with
13:57 to play before intermission.
However. good teams find a way to scratch and
claw their way back into the game. Murray State
did just that, conjuring up a 9-4 run in the waning
minutes of the first half to cut the EKU lead to two.
The halftime score was 24-22 in favor of the
Colonels.
Part two of the first OVC contest for Murray
State did not look promising. EKU came out of the
tunnel blazing from the field hitting five of nine
field goal attempts in the first 3:24 of the second
half.
The hot shooting from the opposition was bad
enough, and worse was the fact that the Racers did
not seem able to hit the side of a barn.
"I was very disappointed in the fact that we didn't finish layups and free throws," Head Coach Rob
Cross said. "You are going to have nights where
you can't make shots from the perimeter, but
[missing] a wide open layup, there is no excuse for
that, and there is no excuse for shooting 63 percent
from the free~throw line.
That's how you win championships, you make
layups and you make free throws. That's the difference between champions and teams who finish
second through tenth place in a league like the
OVC.''
Murray State missed their first six shots in the
first half.
Trailing 40·31 with 9:50 to go, the question of
whether or not the Racers could make a comeback
loomed.
Profound shouts from the crowd of 'box out' and
'come on' poured down from the stands.
The Racer offense never seemed to get in sync,
as the team worked the ball in the low post for the
majority of the game, but could not convert on several of the three and four-foot bunnies.
Hard drives to the basket resulted in many trips
to the foul line.
Unfortunately, the team shot 17-27 from the
stripe.
It does not take a mathematician to see better
free-throw shooting would have propelled the
team to victory and Cross said the team will continue to focus on their accuracy from the freethrow line.
Cross sensed time running out and initiated a
fuil·court trap at the end of the game and the
Colonels appeared astonished and confused with
the defensive change.
Thanks to the hard-nosed defense, Murray State
cut the EKU lead to five, 45-40, with 4:52 remaining, but the l~tst minutes of the game ended with
EKU hitting key free throws to seal the 58-54 victory.
"We have a group that's very disappointed and
they feel like they have let themselves down",
Cross said. "We've stressed that it is the players'
team. Their mission statement is such that they
will play fearlessly, with courage and pride."

The student section cheers on the men's basketball team In the ESPNU Be Bold Wear Gold oame Thursday at
the RSEC.
After a missed shot by Miles, overtime
looked inevitable until Jenkins fired off what
proved to be the game-winning shot with four
seconds on the clock to end the game in favor
of the Racers.
Easley ended the game as the big scorer and
rebounder with 14 points and nine boards
while Miles added 13 points.
In addition to his U points, McClain recorded eight rebounds and shot 100 percent from
the field.
Sophomore forward Ivan Aska who ·usually
leads Murray State in scoring, finished the

game with two points and six rebounds.
As a whole, the Racers moved on to a 6-1
overall record to lead the conference, while
the Colonels were set back to S-2.
"(The win is) only going to help us confidence wise," Kennedy said. "Hopefully it got
our attention. We were excited and not
focused. It's early December. It's hard to really think about a conference game being so
meaningful, but you've got to win your home
games in league play."

Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.

Contact Frye at jeffrey.frye@murraystate.edu.
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Racers face Eagles,
extensive road trip
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In college, everyone
Colonels. whose line-up consists of freshmen
Jeffrey Frye
talks about their dream
Staff writer
and sophomores sprinkled in with a few seniors
job. The fact of the matand juniors.
ter is, I already have
With two home games approaching against
At 5-foot-10, junior guard Chynna Bozeman led
mine. I get paid every
OVC opponents Eastern Kentuc~y and Morethe team m scoring with 16.9 points per game and
week - even when Mia
head State this week, Murray State looks to burn
is second on the team in steals with 11.
and Elizabeth think I
off the excess calories caused by voracious
The Racers hope to earn a notch in the win
shouldn't - to write
amounts of turkey, stuffing, and sweet potato pie
column to do away with the two-game losing
about sports. Even betand scorch any opposition that dares to step foot
streak.
ter, I get my own col"We are not talented enough, with any team in ·
in the RSEC.
umn- a column I can use
The Eagles of Morehead State visit Murray
our league. to just go out and win games based
to take out my frustraState Saturday to try their luck against the Raeon talent." Head Coach Rob Cross said.
tion on the entire
ers.
"Because of our inexperience we have to outAtlanta Braves organization or applaud the
The Eagles recently overcame Longwood Uniwork everybody that we play. If we do that, we
athletic department and the University for
versity at the Longwood Invitational on Nov. 29
have a chance to beat every team on our sched·
allowing our brand new video boards to
ule."
in Farmville, Va., with a 68-62 win. ·
boast what they truly should in the kiss
Guiding the team to victory were junior guard
Among conference rivalries, Murray State
cam.
Chynna Bozeman, who scored 17 points and
ranks first in blocked shots, steals and defensive
But the truth is, all those times I stayed
Derek Miller/The New~
snatched six rebounds, and senior guard Tiffany
rebounds.
up as a kid to finish the game or watch the
last Sportscenter, 1 was in training. Actual· Sophomore Rachaellsom plays defense In a Qame ear·
Hamilton, who put up 12 points.
Murray State leads the conference in scoring
Thursday night Murray State touk on the
and holds the No. 6 national ranking in the same
ly, by that definition, I'm still in training, ller this season at the RSEC.
category through their balanced ajtack.
and I'm OK with that.
' I'T"--~..,.............,~~~~..,.,.,mmnn
Sophomore guard Rachael Isom currently
While at the helm of the sport's column
leads the team in scoring with 13.3 per game after
for the past four months here at The News, 1
averaging 0.9 last year. Freshman guard Mariah
a lot has happened, both on a national level,
Robinson has also proved reliable and consistent
and here at Murray State.
with U.2 points per outing.
Our women's soccer team won the OVC
Eight players on the team average five points
Championship while both our women's
or more.
cross country and tennis teams took secAfter starting the season 5·0, the Racers expeond in the conference. We got our first
rienced the bitter taste of defeat for the first time
glimpse into the future of Racer softball,
this year in an 87·72 loss against Georgia State
and both of our basketball teams are poised
Frida)'.
to make significant postseason runs as each 1
The Panthers killed MWJay State on the glass
got off to hot starts in late November, with
with a 44-31 advantage overall and more imporJ
the men picked to win the OVC.
tantly, 21-8 in offensive rebounds, resulting in
Both the RSEC and the football team
easy second-chance scoring opportunities for
received facelifts. The RSEC got a new I
Georgia State.
Ooor and two video boards while the footThe Racers had four double-digit scoring perball team lost its coach, when the athletic
formances by sophomore guards Mallory
department ended the four-year run of
Schwab and Isom and sophomore forwards KrisMatt Griffin before the season's close.
ten Kluempers and Robinson.
But luckily, there were still great stories
A second consecutive loss came at the hands
coming from the Racer football team. Forof Morgan State Nov. 28. Despite the 83-74
mer Racer greats Shane Andrus and Rod
defeat, senior guard Mallory Luckett burst out
Harper made NFL teams, and last year's
with 22 points and 15 rebounds.
OVC Defensive Player of the year former
The Racers take a break from conference play
linebacker Nathan Williams Lc; playing for
as they hit the road for Missouri, Missouri State,
the United Football League's New York
Southern Illinois, IUPUI and Marshall in the
Sentinels.
next few weeks.
While on the topic of OVC Defensive
•Player of the Year, it is only fair to mention
Coo.t«t Frye. cat jeff_rg_.frye@murroyMAtJ.ttW.. •
•.senior defensive end . Austen Lane, who
became the second Racer in as many years
to bring home the prestigious award. Lane
ended his career as a Racer this season as
an All-American and Buck Buchanan
'
Award finali!it, finishlng his career as Mur- Kyra Ledbetter
as a state champion in the 4xlOO·meter and 4x200-meter dashes as a senior.
ray State's career leader in sacks (29.0) and Staff writer
She also placed third in the 200-meter and was a four-time district champi·
tackles-for-loss (53.5).
on at Liberty Eylau High School.
All o!"these things and more .made my. job
The women's track and field team is preparing for its indoor season after
"We arc still a young team." Head Coach Dereck Chavis said at the end of
fun this . semester. From E.J. s late mght a successful2008-09 showing.
last season. "We are graduating a few key athletes, but a lot of the team will ·
·~exts askmg where the column was or what 1 The team has added four freshmen to its ranks, having lost five seniors at
be returning and we will be able to continue to build and compete at a high1t '::as even about, !o the countless re-takes the end of last year.
er level next year, especially with the athletes that we have coming ln."
of Th~ Press Box when G~eg, Kyle and 1
Sprinter Alexis Love from Palmetto, Fla., is a three-time state finalist in
Chavis said the athletes added to Murray State's roster will hopefully aid
couldn t see.m to ~top lau~hing •. to my own the lOO·meter, 200-meter and 4xlOO·meter relay. Love was also a county
the Racers as they prepare for a tough season and look for another favorable
sel~-promotton to the fictl~nal l,?b. vacancy I champion in the three races. Her junior and senior year Love was named
OVC showing.
·
of Head of Sports OperatiOns. I ve had _a All-Area Track Female Athlete of the Year.
Last year Murray State placed third in both the indoor and outdoor OVC
blast ~ese ~ast four months, and can't wrut
Hailing from Sanford, Fla., Ayerial Rouse joins the Racers as a sprinter.
tournaments with two athletes getting bids in the NCAA Mid-East Regionto do It a~run next semester.
Rouse holds the Lake Mary High School record in both the 4x400·meter and
al.
Now With the end of ~e ~emester only a the 4xl00-meter relays. Rouse was also the district, regional, and SAC cham..We had some adverse conditions but overall we performed well," Chavis
week aw~y, ~nd the begmrun~ of ~he new pion her junior and senior years.
said after the outdoor OVC tournament. "We had some great individual perone startmg ~n 37 days, I cant .watt to see
For vaults. Jill Schnurbusch from Cape Girardeau, Mo., joins the team,
formances, but we had a great meet in a lot of ways and we are happy with
what the sprmg of ~010 holds m store for holding the Notre Dame High School high jump record of 5'4" and the
the progress."
Murra! State athletics and for the column. school pole vault record with 10'6". Schnurbusch also placed third in the
The Racers begin their indoor season at 11:30 a.m. today in Carbondale,
I. wdl always an~ forever be self-pro- 1 Missouri Class 3 State as a senior.
lll, at the Early Bird Invitational.
clauned the schools largest supporter of
Taylor Utsey of Texarkana Texas adds an impressive resume to the team
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
the kiss cam, and I still strongly dislike
'
Marcus Jordan.
POWER PLAY:
The Philadelphia '76ers go onto the
• Power Play this week after resigning guard
· Allen Iverson. Iverson signed a free-agent
contract with Philadelphia Wednesday,
three years after their bitter split led to his
trade and seemingly ended any chance of
his return. Iverson's brief retirement is
over and he's expected to make his debut
Monday at home against Denver.
·Murray State won the Jacksonville
·Murray State def. Tennessee Wesleyan
PENALTY BOX: ,
Avoiding the whole Tiger Woods saga
108-49 Saturday
State Classic
State University Gamecock Invitational
for now, France's Thierry Henry joins us in
Nov. 21
·Murray State def. Eastern Kentucky
the World Cup edition of the Penalty Box.
Henry handled the ball twice before pass58-54 Thursday
62-60 Thursday
·The Racers recorded a 2281 smallbore
ing to William Gallas for the game-tying
.score and 2315 air rifle score for 4596
goal that allowed France to advance on
Senior Mallory Luckett Jed the
Sophomore guard Donte Poole was the
aggregate goals to the World Cup over Irepoints overall.
land. Henry is now under investigation for
leading scorer against Wesleyan,
Raters with a career-best 22 points
what FIFA president Sepp Blatter said was,
Freshmen Kaitlin Cleven and Emily
notching 16 points.
and 15 rebounds in her second career
"blatant unfair playing'' that was seen
around the world.
double-double against Morgan State.
Ouiner and senior Casey Meyer tied
Junior guard B.J. Jenkins sank a
TWEET OF TilE WEEK:
The loss to the Colonels in the
for third in the small bore
buzzer-beater to prevent overtime
The V Foundation: This week is Jimmy V
Week! Watch ESPN and affiliates all week
cbmpetition with a score of
against EKU, while senior center Tony
OVC opener broke the women's
to find out more about the V Foundation
571 points each out of a
Easley led the team with 14 points and
21·game winning streak on
and the research we're doing!
Contact Martin at richard.martin@

Women's track welcomes freshmen, kicks off season

I

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Rifle

.Morgan state def. Murray State 83-74

1n the Georola

Saturday

,£astern Kentucky def. Murray state

nine rebounds.

~urraystate.edu.

their home court.

possible 600.

Eyecare Spe~L~!!~~!,.y l
270-759·2500
··Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees

-·.

We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPfOMETRISf
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Don't 'forget the late season
Each week. The Nerd Elizabeth Johnson, Greq
WaddelL Ricky Martin and Kyle Roqers, plus a
Special ouest will face off in aheated round of
plck'em.

No. 5 Cincinnati at No. 15 Pittsburgh

No. 21 Houston at East Carolina

Elizabeth Johnson
Greo Waddell
Ricky Martin
Kyle Rooers
SpOrts Editor
Assistant Sports Editor Head of Sports Operations
Sports writer
Last week: 2:4
Last week: 3-3
Last week: 3·3
Last week: 4-2
Season record: 51-39 Season Record: 58·32 Season Record: 61·29 Season Record: 60-30

Guest Austen Lane

ovc DeflnsM Pllylr rl the v..
Last week: 3·3
Season Record: 60-30

.,

I

.... ... Vi. •

No. 23 West VIrginia at Rutgers

No.1 Florida vs. No. 2 Alabama

· No. 19 California at Washington

No.lO Georgia Tech at Clemson
- -.·

Photos hy Derek Miller/The News

Left Junior ouard B.J. Jenkins looks to pass the ball aoalnst Mlssouri·St Louis Nov. 14 at the RSEC. Rloht: senior center Tony Easley jumps to win the tip-off In the 92-54 victory.
•

Men aim to take down Morehead State
wears the team down and I'm hoping Martin puts
. them through a pretty big test."
Morehead State is anchored by center forward
Kenneth Faried who entered Thursday's contest
Hosting its second matchup with an OVC
opponent this year, the men's ba10ketball team
leading the team with 77 points, a total of 49
boards, averaging U.3 per game, seven blocks
takes the court against Morehead State at 7:30
and six steals.
p.m. Saturday.
The Racers, who kicked off the preseason conThe junior, Faricd, received All·OVC New·
comer of the Year honors for the 2007-08 season
ference ranking in the top spot, continue to lead
the OVC teams with a non-conference 5-l record.
and was named to last year's OVC All-Tournament team. He had 2S double-double games and
with the loss coming from a five-point battle
ranked as the No.2 rebounder in the nation, leadwith the nationally ranked California team.
With the Racers' roster consisting of only
ing the OVC. He most recently garnered the title
of OVC Player of the Week.
three freshman, Head Coach Billy Kennedy said
the first conference games of the season should
Kennedy sai'd he is aware of the threat Faried
not cause problems for the experienced team of
poses on both sides ef the ball, but he has a game
plan for dealing with the Eagles' best.
veterans.
"We're a little deeper than most people in our
"Faried is a traditional power forward,"
Kennedy said. "He's rebounding the ball better
league," Kennedy said. "We'll hopefuUy be able
to take more of an advantage (over Morehead
than anybody in the country. He's getting his
numbers while they've struggled scoring in some
State). The freshmen haven't been in a situation
like this before, but hopefully their talent will
other positions. We want to be able to keep
Faried in check and hope that the other guys
make up for some of their experience."
don't get 20-plus points because that's when they
Kennedy said the team is preparing for the
Eagles, who entered their Thursday game against
can be good."
The Racers have spread the love this season
UT-Martin with a record ofl-3, and won against
Brescia in their Nov. 16 regular season home
among its players, with many faces standing out
opener.
' on the court.
. "They're still adjusting the play," Kennedy said
Four Racers recorded double-digits scoring
averages in the team's first six regular season
about the Morehead State team. "They've played
some good teams and some early games where
contests, and all but one member has accounted
teams have winning records. That's been their
for points on the board.
Murray State is led offensively by sophomore
biggest hindrance so far. The second game, when
you play Thursday (and) Saturday back-to-back,
forward Ivan Aska, who had 87 points and a .680

Elizabeth Johnson
Spons Editor

Let's be honest. Now
that the rut and modern firearm season is
over, the majority of
hunters have forgotten
about deer hunting
and are now focusing
on waterfowl, small
game or the spring
--~Ste¥~e-- fishing season waiting
MDler
patiently around the
. corner.
Outdoor coIummst I used to follow this
same schedule until the past two seasons
forced my hand to hunt into late December
and January. It is becoming my favorite
time to hunt.
The woods I mostly hunt deer in are a
long way from Murray, and I could never
1 find the time to escape during the favored
pre-rut and peak-rut phases for long periods of time.
So when I return home for holiday break,
that unfilled tag becomes very heavy in my
pocket, and I feel the urge to go to the
woods no matter the conditions.
After a few years in this routine I have
become fairly competent in late-season
deer tactics.
·
Following the rut, deer revert to their
normal patterns of feeding and bedding
each day.
However, this does not necessarily mean
they are moving at the same time of day
and in the same locations as in the early
season.
Deer, especially the older trophy class
bucks, feel safe moving in low-light condi1 tions. but cold nights may keep deer from
leaving the warm environment of their
sheltered bedding areas.
Deer know if they sleep late, it will warm
up, and they can move around without losing body heat.
As long as the light conditions resemble
those of dusk or dawn (because cloud
cover, fog, light snow or rain reduces the
sunlight penetration,) deer will feel comfortable moving at any time of day.
Under low-light conditions, you can be
cenain herds of deer will be looking for
food. After the rigors of the rut, bucks need
to eat a lot to restore the fat they lost earlier in the season in order to survive the winter.
They are most interested in high quality
food sources, or areas with abundant forage. If acorns, corn, soybeans, berries,
legumes or other high quality food sources
are still around, hunters should stake out in
those areas.
But late in the season, these food sources
grow scarce due to crop harvesting and
depleting grazing plants. The deer will
even concentrate on a single area that
yields food.
Last season, I hunted over a patch of com
still standing in December and saw over 70
deer parade out of the woods and into the
field in one afternoon.
Some of the deer were bucks I had never
seen around the property, and I soon realized a deer will travel any distance to find
quality food in the late fall and winter
months.
With these deer habits in midd, I like to
set up on a trail going from bedding areas
to food sources. Rather than hunting closer to the food source, I opt to set up as near
to the bedding area as I can without alarm·
ing the deer.
Even though the deer may arrive at food
sources well before dark, they are often
more alert when feeding. Hunters can easi1 ly be detected by deer because of our scent
, or movements.
The straightforward and predictable
habits of concentrations of deer in the late
season is one reason I like to hunt after the
rut.
Another reason is the potential for a true
trophy. Those bucks that survived the season so far did so because they are old and
wise.
I love the challenge of going after these
smart bucks. It is a chess match, and it
won't be finished until one of us makes a
mistake.
If you still have plenty of room in your
freezer and unfilled tags, give the late season a chance.
You can sleep in, have the woods to
yourself, and if you're in the right place at
the right time, you will see not just one
deer but lots of them.
Then it is just a matter of sitting back and
waiting for the right one to walk by.
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
mun-aystate.edu.

shooting average from the field entering Thurs·
day's matchup against Eastern Kentucky. Aska
has also tallied 2S rebounds, led only by senior
center Tony Easley and junior forward Jeffery
McClain, who have 45 and 32, respectively.
In the first six games, seven Racers have tallied
more than 40 points each, boosting Murray State
to a clean five-game winning streak.
Kennedy said he is confident in his team and
could not ask for a better start to a season.
"I'm very pleased with where we are right
now," Kennedy said. "We pride ourselves on
being a good defensive team and limiting opponents to good shots. We can play a variety of
styles, (and) we really haven't had a close game
yet. We're an experienced team, and we like our
chances in every situation."
OVC Freshman of the Week, guard Isaiah
Canaan, trails only Aska in scoring with 71 points.
Senior forward Danero Thomas and junior
guard B.J. Jenkins tie for the No.3 spot in scoring
with 67. Easley has added another 56 while junior
guard lsacc Miles and sophomore guard Donte
Poole have bucketed 47 and 42 points, respectively.
Overall. the Racers are shooting 531 from the
field and .354 from behind the arc and have a
rebounding margin of 93 against their opponents.
Murray State takes a week off before hitting
the road to take on East Tennessee State Dec. U
and touisiana Tech Dec. 15.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

Church
comer of 15th an<t Main
Acn»ss from Sparks Hall

Wednesday Advent~

Dinner 6:00

AdvMt servtce 7:15

1505 Oiuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
ARST FULL MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1.p.m.- 5 p.m.
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Nate Brelsford/The News

Jeremiah Stinnett. freshm~n fromHardinsburg, Ky., drives through the laneas members of the Hart College intramural basketball team look on.
Nate Brelsford/The News

Intramural football ends, basketball-begins
Greg WaddeD
Assistant Sports Editor
As the fall intramural season comes to a close. the footballs
and flags are tucked away until next year.

.,

With winter break signaling the beginning of change on campus, the intramural basketball season looms on the horizon as
dozens of teams prepare for the competition that awaits them.
But that doesn't mean football isn't still fresh on players
minds. After an exciting season that rivaled anything the Racers
did on the field, here is a quick recap of the highlights.
Tn.freternity ball, Alpha Sigma Phi continued a strong run at a
possible repeat as All-Sports champions, finishing football in a
frrst place tie with Sigma Phi Epsilon.
After a top finish in softball, the Sigs will look ahead to basketball where the two teams will meet again, possibly for rights
to the basketball crown.
Darrick Pinkston, senior from Henderson, Ky.. and wide
receiver for Alpha Sigma Phi said few things compare to playing

Sean Miller, senior from O'Fallon, Ill.. dunks durlnQ a Hart Colleqe prac·
tlce at Carr Health North Gym.
"My most memorable moment of this season was a five-overtime
game (we played in). I didn't think it would ever get over. It kept
going back and forth and neither one of the teams scored for an
extended period of time.
It finally came down to the fifth overtime when Ben Stinnett
caught a pass in the corner of the endzone to end the game. (The
season) was an awesome time because it just built brotherhood
even more and was just a fun time to be with each other."
Although football is over, basketball promises to be just as
exciting as Hart looks to return to the top of the pile and repeat
as men's champs.
Jeremy Burris, senior from Dyersburg. Tenn., said he is excited about the talent returning for this season.
"This football year for Hart had its ups and downs. but for the
most part we had a great time," Bu rris said. "I'm really looking
forward to our upcoming basketball season. We have a lot of
guys returning from last year's team and are making a couple key
additions. It should be another great season."
Contact W addell at gregory.waddell@murray~tate.edu

intramurals for a fraternity.
"Fraternity football may be the most competitive of all the
intramural sports,'' Pinkston said. "Every game has all-sport
implications, as well as heated rivalries within each fraternity.
After playing intramural football for four years I have learned
that it can cause as much anxiety and pressure as one's biggest
exam in college. Ask any fraternity man on campus if there are
more exciting moments than a champioll£hip game of flag football. The end of each season begins just another wait until next
flag football season."
On the sorority side of things, the Lions of Alpha Delta Pi
walkl·d away as football champs, knocking off several challengers in their run to an undefeated season and the top spot.
Hester earned top billing in the Men 's Residential College division, and Hart proved to be too much in the women's league.
Cody Farthing, junior from Morganfield, Ky., said there are
many benefits to playing in an intramural league.
"It's just awesome opportunity to have fun, play a sport you
love with your close friends and meet new people" Farthing said.
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Librarian retires after 40 years of service
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Some find their calling in life through music.
Others identify their calling through nature.
For Jetta Culpepper, director of Curriculum
Material Center for the College of Education,
her calling was discovered through a library.
After 40 ycnrs as a librarian at Murray State
in Pogue Library and, more recently, Waterfield Library, Culpepper said she has lived her
calling through her work as a librarian.
Since her retirement in August, Culpepper
said she will work for the College of Education
until next May when she will fully retire.
For many students, the road to a career goal
is full of twists and turns, department switches
and adjustments in areas of study. This was not
the case for Culpepper.
Culpepper said she began working for the
head of curriculum material as a student worker. This work with circulation and her correspondence with the head solidified her decision to work as a librarian.
With a genuine and meaningful interest in
management of collection development,
Culpepper said she enjoyed her work in Pogue
and Waterfield libraries and her interaction
with College of Education studcnts.
"I work with them to make sure they get the
very best materials l can provide so that they
can be the best and most successful educator
they can be," Culpepper said.
W hile Culpepper said she has overheard students over the yl!ars express their disinterest in

the library, she said she continues to remind
students of the library as a tool and resource.
"It's such a fantastic facilitator of learning,
when applied," Culpepper said. "It becomes an
element in the path to a successful career."
She said her communication with students
and faculty alike have culminated into a
rewarding career she will miss.
"I have spent a tremendous amount of time
with one-on-one individualized instruction in
resource skills," Culpepper said. "1 will miss
librarianship. I will miss the interactions with
the students and faculty."
Dean of Libraries Adam Murray said Culpepper's spirit is the ideal characteristic of a librarian.
"The ability to synthesize info from a lot of
different sources into knowledge is an essential
part of any librarian's responsibilities and J
think Jerta did that very well." Murray said.
Murray also said Culpepper is a strong proponent of the effort to build a new library.
"She managed to bring the focus back and
encourage people to think critically and analytically," he said. "She always thinks about the
educational responsibilities of the library."
Though Culpepper docs not work at the
library, Murray said he will keep in touch with
her for consultation.
"I've joked with her that I'm keeping her on
speed d ial," Murray said. ''We appreciate her
many years of service and we wish her well."
Among other colleagues of Culpepper, Susie
Adams, assistant librarian at Waterfield
Library, worked with Culpepper for 26 years

Courtney

Cr::un!Thc News

Jetta Culpepper, Director of Curriculum Material Center for the College of Education. worked as a librarian for
40 years at Pogue and Waterfield libraries before retirln9 In Au9ust.
and said they have become good friends during
·
that time.
"She's professional through and through,"
Adams said. "She wants the best for the library
all the time. By extension you get the best for
the students."
.
Adams said Culpepper's service to the Uni·
versity and per expertise as a librarian has benefited numerous students.

"She has dedicated her entire career to a profession that epitomizes the words 'pu~lic ser·
vice,"' Adams said in a later interview via
email. "Future education students will have no
idea of the extensive knowledge and professional expertise they will be missing by not
having }etta as their Education Librarian."
Contact
Phelps
at
robinj.pbclps@
murraystate.edu.

Churchill Downs to host summer music festival
Associated Press

The event is the latest effort to broaden uses
for the historic track and to boost income for
LOUISVILLE, Ky.- The home of the Kentucky
the parent company, which owns tracks in IlliDerby will become a stomping ground for Bon
nois. Florida and Louisiana along with its
namesake track in louisville. Sexton said he
Jovi. Kenny Chesney and other stars during a
three-day festival organizers hope will become
would be pleased if the festival could draw up
as renowned in music circles as the Run for the
to 30,000 people a day.
Roses is in horse racing, officials said Monday.
Officials have also begun hosting horse races
The "Hullabal.OU Music Festival" repre·
at night as they try to lure more people to the
sents a major venture by a new wholly owned
track, and C hurchill Downs has also hosted
sul:isidiary of Churchill Downs Inc. that was
megastars The Rolling Stones and T he Police
formed with the goal of making Ch urchill
in recent years.
The festiva l, set for next fuly 23-25 at
Downs an industry leader in live entertainChurchill, will feature more than 65 bands playment.
"Our goal ... will be to make this music festiing everything from classic rock to country to
adult contemporary to bluegrass, Sexton said at
val to the music festival bqsiness what the Kentucky Derby is to horse racing," Steve Sexton,
a news conference.
Five stages will be set up throughout the
president of Churchill Downs Entertainment
.....--~-~-sp
--r~a"'"'
wling 47-acreTacility mown for its iconic
Group, said.

~)

Now Leasing for Fall201 0

twin spires and the Kentucky Derby is run each
May.
Quint Davis, consulting producer of HullabaLOU, said organizers "hit the trifecta" by
booking Bon Jovi, Chesney and the Dave
Matthews Band as headliners for the thrct.'-day
festival
"You can't set the har any higher than to create musical magic under the twin spires," said
Davis, producer and director of the New
Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival, held at the
Fa ir Grounds Race Course, a Churchill Downs
Inc.-owned racetrack.
Other musical acts schedull•d to appear at
HullabaLOU include the Steve Miller Hand,
Gladys Knight, The Donbie Brothers, Dwight
Yoakam, Michael MclJonald, Loretta Lynn,
Steppenwolf, Kansas, 3 8 Spcdal, The Black
Crowe5,'i'aj Milia
The O'Jays.

ana

Tickets go on sale today, and pack.ages range
from $60 for a one-day general admission pass
to $975 for a three-day VIP package.
fames Wood, president and CEO of the
Louisville Convention & Visitors Bureau, estimated that the festival could have a $38 million
economic impact on the Louisvilil• area.·
The festival will comt! about three weeks
after the track's spring racing mt.•ct wncludes.
Sexton said the goal is to build Churchill
Downs Entertainment Group into an industry
leader in live entertainment that will nut be
limited to events at Churchill-owned venues.
Churchill knows how to put on large events as
the annual host of the Derby and the Kentucky
Oaks.
"We are going to create, we're going to innovate, we're going to operate large-scale live
events,"lie sai<l.
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Vampire frenzy stirs interest, high ticket sales
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor
Lurking in the shadows, stalking in the dead
of night, one trend has risen from the graveyard to capture the hearts of millions worldwide: vampires.
When MThe Twilight Saga: New Moon"
opened Nov. 20, thousands of people flocked to
the theaters to watch the second installment
based on Stephenie Meyer's best-selling series.
Chris Hopkins, general manager at the Cheri
Theater, said they decided to prepare for the
release by looking back on the success of the
first ftlm, which required little promotion.
"All we did was put information on the Web
site, send out an e-mail and put a few signs up
at the theater," Hopkins said.
The theater sold out two screens, a total of
580 people, Hopkins said. Fans were still call·
ing and showing up at the theater until ll p.m.
looking for tickets.
After opening weekend. however, the theater
did experience a drop in sales. Hopkins said the
national drop was 70 percent, while the Cheri
experienced a 64 percent drop.
"It kind of dropped after Thanksgiving." he
said. "Saturday and Sunday you could see it
with SO or 60 people ln a showing compared to
200 the days before."
Based on the popularity of the series, he said
the theater plans the same set-up for midnight
showings for the third movie, "Eclipse,'' set to
open this summer.
Businesses such as Hot Topic and Walmart
have also profited from the vampire trend, with
displays of vampire merchandise, ranging from
t-shirts, perfume, pillowcases and other book
series similar to "Twilight."
The vampire fascination is nothing new,

••

••

Photo tllu\tr.•tion by rx-n•k Miller!The News

AdamVance, sophomore from Paducah, Ky., bears his fanos In a devilish orin.
however. Everyone might focus on Edward
Cullen and Bill Compton nowadays, but Dracu·
la, the antagonist star of the 1887 novel by Bram
Stoker, is perhaps the most famous of these
blood-sucking creatures.

••

••

1303 Chestnut Street

The 90s saw a rise in vamp culture with
1992's "Buffy 'the Vampire Slayer" movie - fol·
lowed by the WB series in .1997 - and 1994's
Minterview with a Vampire,'' based on the novel
by Anne Rice.

••

••

Murray, KY 42071

••

(270) 753-8767

Now, it seems .as if a new vampire novel,
movie or television series premieres every
month. The CW has "The Vampire Diaries,''
while HBO has "True Blood."
''Cirque du Freak: The Vampire's Assistant"
opened in theaters in October. According to
boxofficemojo.com. the movie made $13,869,515
in its five weeks in the box office. This falls
short of the "New Moon" two-week estimate of
$235,729,643.
The vampire spoof "Transylmania," which
opens in theaters this weekend, follows a group
of college kids who study abroad, and discover
existence of vampires.
Melissa Korba, senior from St. Louis, Mo..
said she had read other vampire novels, includ·
ing "Interview with a Vampire," but became
interested in "Twilight" after a friend's sugges·
tion. Since the film's release, she said she has
seen a few newer vampire novels out there.
"I think they're just trying to make rodney off
the vampire craze, but I would give (other
books) a chance because vampires are always
an interesting legend," Korba said.
Even Murray has a history with vampirew. In
1996 a vampire cult was the talk of the town.
According to gothicsubculture.com, the vam·
pirc clan was believed to mutilate and drink the
blood of animals, as well as drink each other's
blood in an attempt to become more powerful.
The head of the clan was Rod Ferrell, who
plead guilty to the murder of a Louisiana cquple. Ferrell was said to believe he was a 500·
year-old vampire named Vesago.
Whether you buy into it for the sparkly lead
actor or the legends surrounding the creatures,vamps are one trend determined to stick
around, sunlight be damned.
Contact
Kyle
at
char/otte.ky/e@
murraystate.edu.
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On Nov. 21. Old Crow Medicine Show performed for 1,500
eager fans in Lovett Auditorium as part of the Lovett live
Concert Series.
The Nashville bluegrass alternative band performed
songs from their discography, including the hit ''Wagon
Wheel." The song, originally unfinished by Bob Dylan, was
later completed by Old Crow Medicine Show.
The News attended the show to capture the highlights.

Photos by N.tte Brelsford!The News

Brett Welter, senior from Murray. cheers during the Nov. 21 concert at Lovett Auditorium.

Mon~an Jahnig plucks his upriQht bass during the Old Crow Medicine Show's set Nov. Z1 at Lovett Auditorium. The concert

attracted about 1,500 fans, breaking records for the highest-sellinQ Lovett Live concert.

• Faith-based agency
• Free training
• Ongoing 24/r support
• Generous doily compensation
• Paid home owners insurance
• Travel and respite provided
• Medical coverage provided
for foster children
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~~ WASHABLE ART?
Staff Report

I
I

N.1te Bl'('lsford/The News

Astudent's chalk drawings brighten up the side of Walter E. Blackburn Science Bulldlno.

I
I

When students walk across campus on :.unny days, sometimes they find a. surprise
waiting for them. A birthday greeting, a religious message or simply a goofy cartoon
character, drawn in chalk on the bridge or on the Elizabeth College ampitheater.
The art is not permanent: if the rain docs not wash it off. Facilities Management will
do the job.
Wayne Harper, Director of Grounds and Building Services, said he is unaware of any
official policy regarding the regulations of chalk on campus, but they try to remove the
material quickly when they see it.
"It does appear to detract from the campus so it's something we want to take care of
pretty soon," Harper said. "It creates extra work. We don't try to analyze the messages,
but if we have visitors on campus it does look untidy."
At times. Harper said students have used :1rt materials other than chalk to leave their
qtark on campus.
"Sometimes they usc crayons and that is harder to get cleaned off." he said.
He said he would discourage students from leaving marks on campus.
Said Harper. "It will probably not serve the purpose they are intending it to serve if
it's cleaned up pretty quickly."

Babcock learns unconditional love from daughter
Jess Nail
Staff writer

'"This is part thr~e in a threc·part series spotlighting faculty
members and the strong int1ucnccs in their Jives.
Most parents would say having a child has a profound impact
on their life.
Squire Babcock, associate professor in the department of Engli~h and philosophy nnd thl.l director of Low-Residency MFA in
creative writing, said the birth of his 13-year-old daughter Hannah taught him more than just how to change a diaper or brush
a little girl's hair.
l3abcock said Hannah's life has taught him about selflessness,
maturity and the meaning of life.
A picture of Hannah in a r:ed and green glass Christmas frame
sits directly on Babcock's desk in his office, which has more win·
dows than wall space.
In the photo, Hannah has curly blond hair and a pink longsleeve shirt that says "Cheer" across the front.
She is smiling and looks happy, but after looking past how
pretty she is, it is hard not to notice that Hannah is different from
the average 13-ycar·old.
Babcock said when Hannan was in the delivery room, he and
his wife knew instantly that Hannah had Down Syndrome.
"I looked up at the ceiling and said, 'this will change my life.
forever,' and it has," Babcock said.
..
Babcock said having a severely disabled child .has been the
best thing that has ever happened to him because it taught him
to love unconditionally and live outside of himself.
''It isn't uncommon for parents to say that their chili.! has
changed their life," Babcock said. "My daughter has changed my
life in ways that arc universal. Suddenly. as a parent you are in

this new realm where the world doesn't revolve around you and
there's this being for whom you are responsible."
In the! beginning, Babcock said he felt sorry for himself
because he knew he would have to devote a large part of his life
to her until the day he died.
"I resented Hannah at first because it felt like a long chain
around my neck," Babcock said. "It was a selfish reaction. For
whatever reason, I grew past that and now l sec Hannah as an
absolute gift. a way of looking outside myself."
Babcock said most parents expect to have the opportunity to
go to their child's graduation, see them get married and watch
them have children {lf their own. He said he had to learn to
ncccpt he would not experience those things with Hannah.
"My life is about giving her the best life I can give her; it isn't
about what I get back." Babcock said. "She has made me a better
tc·achcr, a better husband, a better friend and a better person."
Babcock said he and his wife are Hannah's only social contacts
because most children arc not able to interact or handle Han·
nab's dlc;ability.
"Her mom and l are her best friends which means we do a lot
of 'Hannah' things," Babcock said. "We went to a Miley Cyrus
concert with her over Thanksgiving break and it was a joy to be
Hannah's companion in that. I no longer see it as a burden."
Babcock admits that he has come a long way as a parent since
Hannah was born and he attributes some of that growth to writ·
ing.
"Change doesn't come easy to us humans but the more I wrote
about Hannah and thought about her. the more l realized Han·
nah was here to change the world for the better and I was her
first assignment," Babcock said. "Hannah makes people change.
__Shl! gave me the chance to become.more than what I thought I
could be and she changes the world everywhere she goes."
Contact Nail at jcssica.nall@murraystate.cdu.

Photo courtesy of llannah Dlngt'Ss!SquireB.tbcock.lOm

Squire Babcock, associate professor In the department of Enoflsh and
philosophy, sits In his office. Babcock said his daughter, Hannah, taught
him about selflessness and the meaning of life.
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Video Game Review~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Medium-savvy sequel tells story uniquely
Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the video game
reviews.
Video games are often overlooked as a legitimate medium.
Books are great for telling long stories in depth. Television is great for
telling episodic stories. Movies are
good at presenting stories that
binge on strong visuals. Each medium has it's own strengths and weaknesses.
Some stories that work great as
books make bad movies. (I'm looking at you, Stephen King.) The "Star
Wars" saga made the greatest
movies ever, but would probably
not work as a TV show. Sometimes,
a story is just better suited to a certain medium.
The "Assassin's Creed" series is
one of the greatest examples in
recent history of storytelling
through video games.
The first "Assassin's Creed" was
released in 2007 and became something of a sleeper hit. The game featured two concurrent plotlines.
Ostensibly. the game is about
Altair, a member of the religious
sect known as the Hashsashin in
1191. Alta'ir uncovers a conspiracy
by' the Templar Knights aimed at
seizing control over the minds of all
mankind using an artifact called a
Piece of Eden.
Tb;it entire plot took place within
the metaplot involving Desmond
Miles in 2012. Desmond is a descendent of Altair's. He has been captured by a company called Abstergo. Using a device called the Animus, they find the genetic sequence
that comes from Altair and send
Desmond into the memories stored
within. If Desmond deviates from
the events he is desynchronized
and forced out of the memory, back
to a more stable point. Abstcrgo is
using Desmond to find the loca~ion
of the Piece of Eden.
"Assassin's Creed II" was
released in November. The game
begins with Desmond being from
Abstergo and taken to a secure
location with the Assassins. The
fight between the Templars and the
Assassins has continued for centuries. Desmond needs to be trained
in a short period of time to join the
war, so the Assassins put him
through their Animus, into a different_genetic memory.

'Tis the season

Photo courtesy of assas~inscret>d .u~.uhi.com

Ezio executes a double-assassination. Odds are very good the player is probably saying, 'Holy crap, how did 1do that?'
This time, Desmond puppets Ezio
Auditore da Firenzc in Renaissance-era Italy. He is a young
nobleman who becomes an assassin
after stumbling upon a Templar
plot after his family is betrayed.
The game juggles the two plots
beautifully, and also throws in a
third plot involving the mysterious
"Subject 16,'' the guy that Abstergo
experimented on before capturing
Desmond. Subject 16 ¥/3S also
descended from Ezio. When he was
forced into Ezio's memories, he discovered a way to hack the Animus'
programming and left clues for
whoever used the Animus next. As
players progress through the game,
they fmd more of Subject l6's clues.
Gameplay has been tweaked
slightly from the first game..due in
part to the persistent criticism that
the original was too repetitive. The
game features an open world players may explore pretty well at will.
There are side missions galore.
According to Ubisoft, the game features around 200 missions and
nearly half are completely optional.
:rhe optional missio05 just flesh out
the plot and reward players.
There are also a few new
mechanics, such as money. Players
may buy weapons, armor upgrades,

and health potions. They may also
purpose. More often. you'll wind up
renovate the Auditore family villa. . assassinating one guy and alerting
the others to your presence.
Doing so generates steady income
"Assassin's Creed II" is still an
based on how 'much the villa is
excellent game all around. It's gorworth.
geous. fun to play and features an
The game is just as fun to play as
the first. Ezio runs, jumps and
amazing plot. The open nature of
the game gives it plenty of replay
climbs just as much as Alta'ir did,
value. In all. it is definitely worth
and of course there are plenty of
adding to your collection.
assassinations.
"Assassin's Creed II" was rated M
Foremost, however, the game
delivers an exceJlent and immersive
by tbe ESRB for blood, intense viostory. The fact that players are conlence, sexual content and strong
language. It is currently available
trolling a guy controlling another
for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360
guy just works. The layered story
with a projected Microsoft Winalso works because the medium is a
dows release date of March 16, 2010.
video game. Players set their own
pace. They sit down and decide
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
how long they're going to play.
murraystace.edu.
Since so many missions are optional, players decide how much detail
they want. Were the story told in
say a movie, it would be an overload. It would just be too much to
take in.
Admittedly the game isn't perfect. Ezil) has a tendency to try to
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
climb things when you aren't trying
in the arcade
to, which can be frustrating. The
One life: About as much fun as an
game also makes a big deal out of--~-!-- io,vJsible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
the fact that Ezio uses two hidden
blades, allowing double assassinaweekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
tions. Unfortunately, it is damn
near impossible to trigger one on
Four lives: Game of the Year
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The weeks following
Thanksgiving
are
about one thing: holiday specials.
As cheesy and hokey
as they can be, I fmd
myself excited by this
year's new programs
and the return of the
classic shows I've
Charlotte watched since I was
Kyle
younger.
Features Editor
If I wasn't stuck
working, I would have
curled up in a blanket and watched CBS'
airing of "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer" Wednesday with a cup of hot
chocolate and a giddiness only brought
on by the holiday season. Instead, I will
watch it on DVD at a later date, hoping to
recreate the magic.
The special, which premiered on NBC
in 1964, has become one of the longestrunning, highest-rated television specials
ever. The story follows Rudolph as he
tries to fmd a place to fit in. He is joined
by Hermey, an elf who doesn't want to
make toys - he just wants to be a dentist.
There is something so relatable about
the misfits in "Rudolph.n Nobody fits in,
and this charming stop-motion production sums that up with fun songs and
unique characters when the reindeer and
elf arrive at the lsland of Misfit Toys.
In fact, the inhabitants of the island are
what make me love the special so much.
I was always the kid who saw nothing
wrong with the so-called-misfit toys. A
Charlie-in-The-Box is way cooler than
Jack, the pink polka-dotted elephant is
adorable and I love the uniqueness of a
cowboy who rides an ostrich.
Possibly more enjoyable than the special itself are commercial references.
Verizon recently aired an ad featuring
the misfit toys. Upon seeing a smart
phone, they ask why it is there. The
phone then reveals AT&T's 3G map, and
they reassure the phone it'll fit in.
In addition to the other classics 1 plan
on checking out the specials premiering
lhis year.
Disney Channel airs "Phineas and Ferb's
Christmas Vacation'' tonight, and from
the previews, it·looks to be just as hilarious and enjoyable as the series itself.
With new original songs and allusions
to "A Charlie Brown Christmas" and
other classics, this could be a special Disney can continue running for years.
Tuesday ABC, will air "Prep and Landing," the channel's f1rst television special
produced by Walt Disney Animation
Studios.
The special focuses on a group of elves
who make sure everything is set up for
Santa Claus' arrival. After all, the man in
red has a ton of stops to make in one
night, so everything needs to run
smoothly.
To do this, the elves use gadgets disguised as Christmas decorations - never
before have I seen so many uses for a
candy cane.
This TV season only comes.along once
a year, and I don't want to miss any of it.
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Enjoy the Holidays Safe and Sober.

Murray State Students
.
Su.r vey
66% of students in the last two weeks
. have never had five or more
drinks in a sitting.

78% average 0-4 drinks per week.

--

~-85% of stadel1t-s-ose a degfgf.l&ti!d dritre(

97.7% of students use one or more

protective factors if they choose to
drink alcohol.
'

.

This swvey used 771 randomly selected Murray State Students. Resulte from the 2008 National College
Health Assessment and the .2009 CORE survey
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-Keep track of the number of
dri1
nks you are having.
-Determine in advance not to exceed a set
number of drinks.
- Pace your drinks to one or fewer per hour
.
-Alternate non-alcoholic with alcoholic
deverages..
- Drink similar alcoholic beverages.
- Drink alcohallook- alike beverages.
-Eat before and/or during drinking.
- Use a designated driver.
- Have a friend let you kn·o w when you
have had enough .
- C'hoose not to drink.
•

.

